Abstract: As a kind of design technique, industrial moulding design has been applying in all kinds of production design, especial the new products. Taking the ZDY Directional Drilling Rigs as a example, the paper gives a detailed description of application and research of industrial moulding design in developing and design of ZDY directional drilling rigs. The results of production and application indicate that industrial design on modeling plays a very important role in improving operate comfort and appearances of drilling rigs.
Introduction
The technology gap between chinese coal mine drilling rig manufacturer and international counterparts is narrowing, but for the industrial design, prevalence concept such as do not need, no one care, inconvenient to use, as well as inadequate investment in industrial design and some other problems, they all made the product image and branding all still behind international leader company. So, through industrial design to enhance the product image of coal drilling rig is the inevitable choice to reduce this gap.
The paper based on the above background combined with the national "twelfth five-year" science and technology major project "technology and equipment of middle and hard coal seam high power directional drilling rig" did a new exterior design and prototype trial for two new directional drilling products of the ZDY series and explored the serialized designing of directional drilling rig.
Styling and design
Drilling rig design belong to the category of industrial design, which can not only limited to the exterior shape, color and decoration , we must consider the function, structure, material, ergonomics and other factors, must fellow the principle of "function first, form second", modeling design is not designer free to improvise. Excellent rig product not only to gradually improve function and reliability to meet the market demand, but also should consider the user's focus on the emotional needs and aesthetic requirements and operating experience, enabling users to simply and comfortable operation.
The directional drilling rig machines produced from Xi'an Research Institute of CCTEG are mostly used overall crawler-type which is above size smaller than below size reflects the stable atmosphere of product. Generally, this shape can lower the visual center of heavy machinery, especially for the deep hole directional drilling rig this design style can make crawler drilling rig has a sense of stability because of it looks like firmly noted in the ground. Coating whole machines always use more bright and high-contrast color matching system to improve the visual senses and strengthen the heaviness of the product. While, to the size and height of the machine itself, this form of design is more appropriate for practical requirements of engineering and safety of user, so the integral form design of drilling rig must on the basis of original style and features of drilling rig machines 
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Design processing and post processing

The design and processing of sheet metal
The connection, installation, rigidity, strength, processing technology, spray and painting or other issues must be considered in the process of sheet metal design, sometimes in order to install support structure conveniently designer must to negotiate with the product development personnel to adjustment the installation location of some component, for practical functional requirements, such as easy disassembly but hard to damage and deformation, the number of sheet metal should be as less as possible and minimize the use of screws, the latch structure is the most convenient way to apply on site, because the losing of screw will not affect the use of sheet metal. The sheet metal design of bending, shutter and sediment in tank, they all need to fully considered the maneuverability of the actual processing, some size of shutter and sediment in tank must customize punching mold to realize.
The spray of whole machine
Before painting, all exposed machined part surfaces should be inspection and evaluation to decide the part which need to be burnish including weld, edge and sharp corner and the extent of them. Then, began to crafted polished, after polish, painting putty to make each piece smooth, then, in accordance with design drawing to paint in paint room.
Decorative machine assembly
In order or better strengthen the sense of stability and brand in the paint, we weld the decorative sheet to the edge of the base, so that the base appears stable and increases slightly smart. The grip hook with red color play the role of embellishment. Handling precautions, all kinds of warning signs and red decorative reflective warning bar could improve the safety of the device but also add luster for the rig. We paint the chuck of the moving parts and the rig body with the bright red, and performance the product itself moving and the way of practices well by the ribbon style full of decorative art language.
Production applications and improved styling
After the completion of two research prototype trial, the rig has participated in the Summit of the coal industry and Equipment Exhibition in Beijing in 2012, Coal Industry Equipment Exhibition in Xinjiang in 2013 and other several large equipment exhibitions. It shows that products would be highly recognized by the market users after industrial designing. Meanwhile the prototype has been experienced the site industrial test and long practical application in the coal mines affiliated the Shanxi Coal, and showed the whole nice appearance, operation and maintenance of safe, simple and comfortable, beautiful decorations and eye-catching colors, the overall sense of heavy stable, practical and simple, beautiful and delicate.
Conclusion
(1) Industrial design is design activity combination of technology and art, and the constantly harmonized integrated design process between the utilitarian function and the beauty sense of decoration. The processes involve structural design, modeling design, sheet metal processing, painting, assembly and decoration processing and other necessary processes. There are important links with coordination between the various processes.
(2) A good industrial product need a team to complete, the team must include the members who work many years in research and development of equipment and the personnel of product modeling engineers, machining and manufacturing engineers and even mould engineers. Good product is the result of joint efforts from the research team with different professional knowledge, working experience innovative vision and philosophy.
(3) The excellent product should innovate from design method and design process. To higher level development of industrial design, R&D personnel need to has the same understanding with customers in product design, market consumption and competitive, only in this way can produce the product that consumer truly need and satisfy.
